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ABSTRACT
A growing body of work focuses on physicalisations based on personal, everyday data. Despite growing interest, little is known about
how to educate people on their creation. We designed a teaching
method of ’Data Diaries’, which consists of fve representation assignments that move from visualising to physicalising personal
data. The Data Diaries were used in a semester project, with the
aim of creating an interactive physicalisation. We analysed the Data
Diaries, written reports, and participant interviews. Our analysis
shows that people need to overcome the challenge of using materiality to communicate data, which happens in four stages. Moreover,
the materiality made participants realise that physicalisations do
not focus on efciency and accuracy, but on the story of the data, by
referring to its origin, use of personal mappings, and reduction. As
physicalisations blur the line between quantitative and qualitative,
designing them engenders a change in our notion of ’data’.
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1

INTRODUCTION

An increasing body of work concerns itself with the physicalisation
of personal data, e.g. [3, 10, 31]. Here, data is encoded through the
material and geometric properties of physical artefacts [28]. Such
physicalisations have been shown to let the user “feel their data"
[39] and foster self-refection [30, 57]. Moreover, they appear to
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trigger deeper connections to data (not just regarding personal
data, but data in general) than visualisations [23, 62] and seem to
be especially suited for representing personal, everyday data. One
of their biggest strengths is their material nature, which helps to
circumvent the imaginaries that data are immaterial, digital, and objective [10, 13, 24]. By mapping data to an artefact which is actually
graspable, the data are brought into our physical world, where separating them from the representation is nearly impossible [46]. Their
physicality also helps to highlight the connectedness, situatedness,
and messiness of data [46, 47], evading the perpetuation of data as
something which is smooth and easily manipulable [17, 24]. Furthermore, physicalisations can trigger emotional responses [22, 62],
enhance our engagement with data, and lower the cognitive load of
analysing data [28, 56]. Because of these advantages, data physicalisation has a lot of potential for representing personal, everyday life
data, which is inherently messy, connected, emotional, and complex
[10, 39].
However, data physicalisation brings new challenges with it as
well. As put by Ofenhuber: “[it] brings data from the unambiguous
symbolic space into the real world, where data is a more complicated
afair” [47]: the context of the representation plays a role and many
aspects, such as the light fall on the object, are outside the designer’s
control. Moreover, one has to combine technical, material, and
artistic skills and knowledge to create good data physicalisations
[28]. This combination of competencies seems difcult to embody:
technical scholars mostly focus on creating dynamic data physicalisations based on standard visual representations (graphs), such
as EMERGE [56] and inFORM [15]. Although these communicate
data through a physical artefact, their aesthetics and interaction do
not take advantage of the 3D- and rich material nature of physicalisations, contrary to the physicalisations created by designers (e.g.
[11, 47, 55]) .
Therefore, our starting question was how to teach creators the
designerly skills to be able to explore physicalisation’s new representation opportunities. In particular, how can we foster a mindset
which enables people to understand and take advantage of the richness that physicalisations allow for? We discuss our method called
’Data Diaries’: a set of weekly data representation assignments
inspired by Lupi and Posavec’s book "Dear Data" [38]. The Data
Diaries moved from visualising personal, everyday data to physicalising it, as such making participants aware of the data surrounding
them, whilst challenging them to develop the needed skills, and to
expand their perspective of what data is. At the end of this semester
project, participants then created an interactive data physicalisation
of self-chosen personal data.
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Looking at participants’ work over these weeks, we noticed interesting developments, which motivated a detailed analysis and
refection. We analysed all submissions, identifying themes across
participants and Data Diaries, development over time, including
participants’ written reports. We further interviewed half the participants to deepen our insights.
Our analysis reveals that in order to learn how to use materiality
to represent data, participants went through four learning stages.
In the frst stage, participants feel overwhelmed by the idea of
representing data through a material artefact. In the second stage,
participants use their knowledge of visualisation for the creation
of physicalisations. However, as they realise this does not work,
they move to the third stage. Here they discover that everything
can be used to physicalise your data. In the fourth and fnal stage,
participants realise that there should be a symbiosis between data,
method of collection, and material, in order to tell the story to be
represented.
The main insight of our work is an understanding of our notion of data and how this needs to be expanded in order to design
physicalisations. Through the Data Diaries, participants discovered
that physicalisations do not adhere to the rules of visualisation,
such as a focus on efciency, accuracy, and neutrality [33]. Instead
of making data seem objective [33] and representing it efciently,
physicalisations highlight the subjectivity of data, and represent
them in a way which makes the user relate and connect. Data physicalisations were considered a human way of representing data,
and blurred the line between what we consider quantitative and
qualitative. As participants experienced the subjectivity of data
and explored its qualitative aspects, their initial notion of data as
an objective and neutral entity did not hold up anymore. Therefore, participants had to change their notion of data, something
which was both demanded and facilitated by the creation of data
physicalisations.
The contribution of our work is two-fold: Firstly, we provide
insights into which elements can support the creation of physicalisation literacy. Secondly, we highlight that we need to expand
our notion of data in order to design data physicalisations. We also
show how the Data Diaries and physicalisation design trigger a
rethinking - indicating that this may be fruitful as a more general
approach for discussing ’what data is’. With this, we contribute to
an emerging body of work which states that we need to reconsider
what data is and how we understand it.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Data Literacy and Data Physicalisation
Due to data’s increasing importance in society, the urgency to have
a certain level of data literacy has increased as well. Data literacy
includes "the abilities to select, clean, analyse, visualise, critique and
interpret data, as well as to communicate stories from data and to use
data as part of a design process” [66]. Akin to data literacy is the
concept of visualisation literacy, which entails the ability to create
and interpret visual data representations [5].
Previous work in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) (e.g. [2,
18, 63, 67]) has uncovered various approaches in developing data
and visualisation literacy. One approach used and suggested is
scafolding, e.g. [7, 8, 34]. Here, students receive supports, which
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guide and assist them in carrying out tasks that are initially too
complex for them to independently complete [60]. The actual task
is divided into smaller challenges, which help students to develop
the needed knowledge and skills. Scafolding has been used to help
students form hypotheses, collect data, and analyse it [37, 43, 50].
Scafolding might also be used to teach students how to work with
the complexity and messiness of data [34].
Moreover, an emerging body of work focuses on the use of
personal data [19, 29, 54]. This approach is based on the idea that
people have a vast understanding of their own daily lives and
activities, which enables them to refect on, reason, and discuss
patterns, correlations, and variations in their own data sets [36].
However, the traditional idea of data literacy does not sufce
for personal data and physicalisations. As explained by Lupton
[39], data literacy traditionally focuses on how people interpret
and evaluate the validity of data, and how well they can assess
and analyse digital data sets. However, for personal data, one has
to account for the user’s experience of generating that data as
well, and how their experience afects how they understand and
analyse their data. Similarly, data physicalisations demand new skill
sets from the creator. Besides having a basic level of data literacy,
physicalisation creators should have an understanding of design,
materials, and various technical skills, such as programming and
creating mechanisms [28].
As scafolding works to teach students about complex problems
and it is even suggested to help students learn about data’s complexity [34], we explore how a scafolding approach can help students
acquire the designerly (and some technical) skills needed to create
physicalisations and to develop a level of physicalisation literacy,
in particular, understanding what is specifc about the nature of
physicalisations.

2.2

Teaching Data Physicalisation

At the time of writing this paper, there is only very limited work
on how to teach people about the design of data physicalisations.
The examples to be found are a workshop, and methods designed
for workshops and user studies [21, 25, 57]. The aforementioned
workshop explored the pedagogy of physicalisation, including what
learning scenarios could beneft from using physicalisations and
diferent approaches to introduce physicalisation activities to different learning audiences [21]. Huron et al. designed a workshop
method which helps people to rapidly engage with and create simple physicalisations [25]. Key to this is a set of cards which provide
participants with a constrained design space for the design of a data
physicalisation. ‘Activity cards’ evoke an abstract purpose (such as
“stimulate”) for the physicalisation, ‘scenario cards’ set the scenario,
and ‘data cards’ provide a data set. This reduces the initial hurdle
of deciding on a data source, purpose, and environment for the
physicalisation. Lastly, Thudt et al. guided participants towards
creating a personal physicalisation in their domestic lives through
an introductory workshop where they learn the basics of working
with data and how to map it to visual variables [57]. Furthermore,
the website dataphys.org has an overview section of (mostly) nonpublished teaching materials used for physicalisation courses [64].
These range from an assignment on “Personal Data Physicalization"
to literature.
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The above mentioned cases show there is a need for an understanding on how to teach physicalisation. Moreover, the examples
provide insights in how people can be guided and prepared for the
creation of physicalisations. However, what remains unexplored is
how to help learners develop the designerly and conceptual skills
needed, and how to make them aware of the diferent modalities,
such as haptics and sound, that can be utilised in physicalisations.
This is what our method of the Data Diaries aims to achieve.

2.3

Personal Data

Increasingly, we have become data subjects through our interactions with the technologies that surround us [40]. Friendships,
bodies, habits, interests, and many more elements from our personal, daily lives are now being quantifed: a process which can
be referred to as datafcation [44]. Personal datafcation happens
both consciously – for example the Quantifed Self movement – or
unwittingly. In the case of the former, personal data are used to
optimise the user’s life and to improve self-knowledge [10, 40, 40].
By quantifying our everyday life, the data can be understood from
a birds-eye view: “from far away” [51]. This distance between our
lived experience and portrayed information results in the belief
that data is objective and neutral [51]. As such, we try to make our
lives objective.
However, quantifcation omits important elements of data. Whereas
quantifcation provides the illusion that data is placeless and universal, data is actually embedded in lively assemblages with other
data, objects, and people [14, 39, 40]. Furthermore, quantifcation
prevents emotional connection to the data [13], even though it is
known that our senses and emotions play an integral role in knowledge retrieval and sense-making [16, 26]. Besides, an objectifed
perspective tends to hide the decisions that underlie which data
is being collected and represented, and what ambiguities are hidden. To fully understand our data, we thus need to account for our
ongoing refexivity, emotional connection, and entanglement with
data [9, 32].
Therefore, the Data Diaries used in our work focus on both the
quantitative and qualitative: guiding participants to explore a fuller
picture of their data. Moreover, we made the decision to not only
focus on elements which are already being datafed (such as step
count). Instead, we follow the following defnition: “Personal data
are any piece of information that can identify or be identifable to an
individual” [49].

3

PROCESS AND TEACHING APPROACH

The work presented here centres around the online student project
"Data Perspectives. Physical Representations of Everyday Data" given
at Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. The project was part of the university’s project-based learning (PBL), where students explore a
practical or research project in a project group. The aim of our
project was to teach students about physicalisations and how to
design for it, using personal, everyday data. Participants started
the project with the fve Data Diary assignments. These, together
with discussion of literature and participants’ work on their fnal
interactive physicalisation, were discussed during weekly (online)
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seminars. Since the pandemic required us to teach online and distancing rules were recommended, participants worked on smaller,
individual projects, instead of generating a shared larger outcome.
Eight participants (all students at the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar,
of which one exchange student) took part in the project, after they
had selected it as their semester-project. Six had a Computer Science background, the others were a Product Design and a Media
Art student, of whom the latter had been working as an artist for
nine years. Participants were aged between twenty and thirty-fve
years and had various nationalities (four German, one Swedish, one
American, one Afghani, one Taiwanese). Five participants were in
their Bachelor studies and three in their Master’s.
Based on previous experience teaching PBL-projects on physicalisation, we knew that students have difculties deciding on a data
source and how to represent the data. To help students overcome
these obstacles, we created fve introductory assignments, the Data
Diaries. These are a set of assignments, inspired by the didactic
notion of scafolding and the book "Dear Data". Its two authors sent
each other weekly postcards for the duration of one year and document these in the book [38]. The postcards contained creative and
artistic visualisations of personal data experienced, with weekly
changing topics. The aim of our Data Diaries was to familiarise
participants with creating data representations, introduce the different modalities of physicalisations (e.g. haptics and movements),
help them develop the skills needed to create a data physicalisation,
and sensitise them for the everyday data around them. This knowledge was then combined in the fnal task, where participants were
asked to design an interactive physicalisation, which represents
data from their personal lives. These hands-on assignments were
guided by the seminars, where students presented their work, discussed physicalisation literature, e.g. [1, 27, 28, 30, 31, 45, 52, 55, 61],
and received electronics tutorials covering basic Arduino principles
and presentations given by the authors of this paper on design, design processes, data, and data physicalisation and representations.
An overview of the curriculum can be found in Appendix A.
In total, we developed fve Data Diary assignments, each to be
conducted in a week. For each, participants received a challenge
regarding personal data, which they had to track for the duration
of a working week and represent. Participants then presented their
results to us and each other during the seminar, and received feedback. At frst, these representations focused on visualising data, but
soon moved to the creation of physicalisations. The visualisations
were not allowed to be standard visualisations, such as pie and bar
charts. Instead, participants had to come up with their own creative
and artistic way of representing data, just as in "Dear Data". During
the physicalisation assignments, participants were challenged to
explore haptics and movement, with the intent to sensitise them
for the material nature of physicalisations and the possibility of
interactive physicalisations. Through the Data Diaries we wanted
to constrain participants’ decision space, yet ofer them freedom
to make their own unique decisions in what and how to track the
data. Table 1 shows an overview of the Data Diaries.
The fve Data Diaries alternate between more constrained and
open assignments. For the frst week, we picked a data source which
is all around us and relatively easy to quantify. By asking participants to track and visually represent the number of hellos and
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Table 1: Overview of the Data Diary assignments and the modality that had to be used.
Data Diary 1
Topic

Modality

Data Diary 2

Number of hellos Routes and paths
and goodbyes / compliments and apologies
Visualisation
Visualisation

goodbyes, or compliments and apologies, we hoped that participants would ease into tracking elements of their personal lives
and the idea of representing data in a creative way, without falling
back on standard visualisation methods. The second week focused
on routes and paths: a slightly more abstract topic, but carrying
a strong (visual) connotation. Here, we wanted to challenge participants to reinterpret the data source and how to represent it.
After creating two visualisations, the required mode of representation was physicalisation. To help participants get used to working
with physical artefacts, we selected a topic which could easily be
represented through tangible objects: counting and categorising
things. Next, as participants had gained experience with tracking
data and created their frst physicalisation, we challenged them
to explore a more complex data source, which is not as easy to
datafy, by asking them to represent their experience of senses and
sensations. Suitably to the topic, participants had to represent their
data using the tactile modality, to make them aware of the various
modes which data physicalisation can use to represent data [28].
Finally, the ffth Data Diary had to communicate data via movement. As we believed movement to be the most abstract modality,
the topic of this assignment was slightly easier than that of the
fourth Data Diary: how participants spent their time. For the fnal
task, participants then had to select a data source of their own and
individually create an interactive data physicalisation.

3.1

Analysis Approach

In this paper, we discuss the outcomes of the Data Diaries and created physicalisations. Our fndings and observations originate from
three diferent sources: 1) images of the created Data Diaries and
interactive physicalisations, 2) written reports about and documenting the design process, and 3) interviews with four participants on
how they experienced the Data Diaries. When informed about our
desire to write a paper about the project and whether the participants wanted to take part in the interview, none objected to their
data being analysed and presented for publication purposes.
The images were analysed by three researchers, using open
coding. The written reports were analysed by two researchers,
who used thematic analysis to deduce themes [6]. Based on the
fndings of this analysis, participants were invited to take part in
an individual interview. Four participants (two Bachelor and one
Master HCI student, and one Master Media-Art student) agreed to
take part and were asked about: 1) their journey throughout the
project, 2) which Data Diary they learned the most from, 3) which
they learned the least from, 4) what they learned about data from the
Data Diaries, 5) what they learned about themselves from the Data

Data Diary 3

Data Diary 4

Data Diary 5

Counting and Cate- Senses and Sensa- How I spent my time
gorising
tions
Physicalisation

Physicalisation us- Physicalisation
ing tactile modality using movement

Diaries, 6) how they would describe data now, 7) whether this used
to be diferent and if so how, 8) what caused this diference, 9) what
they believe the diferences between creating a visualisation and
physicalisation are, 10) what they learned about data from creating
a physicalisation, and 11) what they learned about themselves from
creating a physicalisation.
The interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and again analysed by two researchers using thematic analysis [6]. Following an
inductive approach, the analysis happened in two stages. In the
frst stage, both researchers independently selected codes. These
codes were then discussed one by one, to ensure both researchers
agreed. The selected codes were then used to create the initial fourteen themes. After a period of refection, the researchers checked
whether they believed the codes were still assigned to the correct
theme. Furthermore, the number of themes was reduced to twelve
and their naming was fnalised. Lastly, the researchers distinguished
between fve themes and seven sub-themes, and created a thematic
map.

4

JOURNEY THROUGHOUT THE DATA
DIARIES

To start, we highlight and discuss the journey participants experienced throughout the Data Diaries, how they developed throughout
the assignments, and the main characteristics and changes across
the series of Data Diaries. We do so by highlighting the data representations that embodied the experienced developments or direction(s) participants followed that week. An overview of all created
Data Diaries can be found with the supplemental materials.
Participants are referred to as P1 to P8. If a quote is from the
written report, this is indicated via a -R behind the participant ID
(e.g. P1-R). Quotes without -R stem from the interviews. Report
quotes are verbatim and unchanged.

4.1

Data Diary 1: Hellos and Goodbyes /
Compliments and Apologies

For the frst Data Diary, participants were asked to track either
the number of hellos and goodbyes they sent or received, or the
number of compliments and apologies. Although participants were
free to pick either of the topics, seven decided to go for the Hellos
and Goodbyes. Participants were challenged to not fall back on
standard visualisation methods, which proved to be a challenge:
“The idea of visualising data in another way but graphs is still very
abstract” (P2-R). Nonetheless, participants succeeded in fnding
new ways to represent data. By using symbols and icons (as done
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Figure 1: Two Data Diaries created for the frst assignment. Left: P6 created a rich narrative visualisations representing who,
when, where, and via what medium said hello or goodbye (including a purring cat), with colour coding of the type of relationship, the language used etc. Right: P3 created an analytical visualisation indicating whether an exchange of verbal greetings
was complete or incomplete, marking hello’s and goodbyes (outer vs. inner box) and P3 as receiver (top box in a row) or as
’sender’ (lower box in a row).
by P6), participants captured elements such as who greeted them,
where / via what platform, and how this made them feel, resulting
in visualisations with multi-layered information.
Figure 1 illustrates two main approaches: analytical, abstract
visualisations (exemplifed by P3) and iconic-style, narrative visualisations (P6). P3 utilised their data to show whether a greeting was
complete (as in two hellos and two goodbyes), or incomplete, for
example only a ‘hello’ or ‘goodbye’. P6, on the other hand, explored
when they encountered a greeting (position on the “clock”), their
relationship to that person or animal (colour), the language, and
medium or location (online or IRL). The analytical visualisations
refect how participants thought of data at this point: “This visualization did also refect well, how I percepted (sic.) data until then.
Namely as a very mathematical and objective abstraction of processes
and its outcomes in the reality” (P3-R). Analytical (P2, P3, P4, P8)
versus more narrative approaches (P1, P5, P6, P7) were distributed
half-half.

4.2

Data Diary 2: Routes and Paths

For the second week (see Figure 2), participants were asked to
visualise the routes and paths they took that week. What they considered a route or path was up to them to decide. This assignment
resulted in mostly abstract visualisations, which obscured the exact
locations of the designer. This led to vivid discussions during class,
with participants trying to fgure out and ‘live’ the routes. This was
especially the case for the simple map created by P1.
Besides abstract visualisations, objectivity and efciency were
key elements, as illustrated by the following explanations: “clear
and concise” (P2-R) and “reduce the subjective” (P3-R). Moreover,
just as with the frst Data Diary, icons and symbols remain the
main tool to encode data (see P1 and P8). Here, the work of P8
stands out, as they combined the basic principles of visualisation
to layer diferent information, such as purpose (e.g. food, friend,

school), how they felt during their trip, time taken, and mode of
transport (e.g. run or walk). Furthermore, P7’s sonifcation stood
out. This represents whether a path was useful (e.g. to grab food),
or aimless and for procrastination. Useful paths were represented
by lower notes, whereas procrastination was assigned the higher
tones. Using a music box, one can play the data representation. The
creation of this sonifcation might have been infuenced by a lecture
in the prior week about diferent modalities that could be used to
represent data.

4.3

Data Diary 3: Counting and Categorising

Our next challenge was getting students to create physicalisations
(see fgure 3). Participants were asked to count and categorise data
from their everyday lives, and represent it using physical objects.
This resulted in a clear departure from participants’ previous work.
Whereas the frst two weeks embraced creative visualisation methods, inspired by InfoVis and "Dear Data", participants now had to
fnd new ways to communicate data. For three participants, this
resulted in a literal representation, where the objects represent
themselves, as can be seen with P2. Noticeably, P2’s visual style
changed drastically with this assignment, being their frst diary that
considers aesthetics. The fve others created mappings to objects or
materials, as can be seen with P4 and P8. Key to this was iteration.
For example, P4 started out by mapping the weather to scarves.
Their process quickly became more poetic, with a physicalisation
made from jewellery boxes representing social group sizes (e.g. the
biggest box represents the biggest social group) and the order in
which they wanted to send them Christmas greetings. Similarly, P8
started by categorising their vitamins and supplements, but moved
to representing the Black Friday emails they had received, where
each object represents the type of ofer (e.g. nail polish represents
a beauty deal), and lines of pebbles to represent internet usage in
calls with their partner.
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Figure 2: Three exemplary outcomes for the second Data Diary assignment. Left: P1’s map shows the routes taken in their
home (and outside) and their frequency, resulting in an easily legible representation. The icons represent the locations and
the arrows indicate the routes. The frequency of each route is indicated by the number of arrowheads on each arrow. Middle: P8’s representation requires a legend and results in an abstract pattern of the routes they travelled outside (it encodes
goals/destination = triangle colour, time taken = line length, mode of transportation and mood = colour(s) of line). Right: P7’s
sonifcation represents the routes between rooms at home, with diferent encodings for purposeful and aimless movement.

Figure 3: Four Data Diaries created for the third assignment. Having to physicalise their data resulted in literal and metaphorical representations, and one in-between. Left: A literal representation by P2, who counted and categorised various objects
(here: colour categorised pins and value-sorted coins). Middle left: P3’s physicalisation has both literal and metaphorical qualities. They used phone chargers and cables to represent the number of phone calls (number of cables) and length of each call
(cable length) with a person. Middle right: P4 metaphorically represented the weather with coloured scarves and used jewellery boxes to represent the size of social groups (e.g. family, friends) and the order they would receive Christmas greetings
in. Right: P8’s metaphorical representations - diferent objects represent Black-Friday deals received per email and a pebble
arrangement represents the “amount of Internet used in a call with my partner”.
P3’s work sits somewhere between being literal and metaphorical, using phone chargers and cables to represent the number and
length of phone calls for a number of people. Here they did a literal
counting, but used the material metaphorically; Giving an interesting visual aesthetic.

During this assignment, participants also started to explore more
subjective topics. For example, P6 represented their dreams, P4 their
workload, and P8 their emotions.
Lastly, this Data Diary marks the start of two important themes
that ran throughout the project: materiality and habits. Due to the
physicality of the objects, participants started to think about and
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Figure 4: Three physicalisations which focus on the tactile modality. Top left: The feelboxes created by P2 represent
music. Top right: P3’s tapioca textures represent bodily feelings, such as ’swollen’ as well as emotional feelings, such as
’calm’. P3 transformed the tapioca from one stage to the next, so the previous representation would be gone. Bottom: A
timeline of P7’s menstrual pain.

work with materiality. This would later become one of the most
important elements (see section 5.3). Moreover, here participants
begin to explore and represent their habits (P5 and P7), which
continued to be a popular topic.

4.4

Data Diary 4: Senses and Sensations

For the fourth Data Diary (see fgure 4), participants had to create
a haptifcation of the senses (sensual perceptions) or sensations
they experienced. This challenged participants to explore and think
about the subjective elements of data, as stated by P3: “I had to
deal with subjective data”. The combination of topic and modality
resulted in representations of personal topics –such as menstrual
pain (P7)–, using personal mappings between data and material.
Similar to the previous Data Diary, this one breaks with the representations created in earlier assignments. Most notably, the view
from afar disappears. With this, we mean that the ability to look at
the data representation and retrieve the information by looking at
it without having to explore its 3D-nature, disappears. Instead, the
3D-nature, material characteristics, and even their temporality (P3),
play a crucial role in communicating the data. Lastly, we noted that
most of the physicalisations focus on using one material (e.g. P3).
Only P2 and P7 used multiple materials for their representation.
The materials used by themselves were a wooden stick, tapioca,
paper, sand, and tape. The latter three materials provide almost
endless afordances, or possibilities to be shaped and manipulated.

4.5

Data Diary 5: How I spent my time

The last Data Diary required participants to represent how they
spent their time, using movement. Our initial thought behind this
assignment was that students would build or create something

which moves. However, this modality proved to be the most difcult,
with some participants (P1, P3, and P8) deciding to use something
else, or not use it at all and focus on a static representation (P1),
or use movement, but not for communicating data (P8). From the
three participants who did use movement to communicate data
(see Figure 5), two used the human body, moving away from what
is normally considered a physicalisation. A reason for this could
be that the body does not require technical knowledge to create
movement: “I don’t know anything about how to create mechanisms,
like moving stuf” (P4).
Similar to the previous two assignments, participants mostly
used personal or subjective mappings and symbolism to represent
data. This can be seen in the abstract animation created by P6
and the movements generated by P4. P4 mapped their activities to
diferent styles of walking and running, with styles they enjoyed
doing representing enjoyable tasks, and vice versa. P7 on the other
hand, used a mix of made-up movements and mimicry, such as
typing and scrolling. The represented activities all used hands, to
ensure that data and representation align: P7: “if I decided that I
am going to use hands and in the end I do so many things where it is
super difcult to represent by hands, then the whole thing, for me, is
just kind of meaningless”.
Next to this, the materiality of data remained an important element. For example, instead of using movement to convey data,
P3 decided to continue exploring haptics. This marked the third
week of continued fascination with materiality for P3. However, in
this week, P3 discovered what, according to them, are the limits of
materiality, namely its subjectivity: “I was not able to fnd a “natural”
link between activities and surfaces and were only able to vaguely
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Figure 5: For the ffth Data Diary participants were asked to use movement to communicate data. Left: P6’s animation video
represents the activities of one day, such as eating, dreaming, gaming, to buying a present. Middle left: P4 used diferent types of
running to represent their activities throughout the week. Each style of running represents a diferent activity, with the quality
of the run representing the qualitative aspects of the activity. For example whether it is enjoyable or hectic. Middle right: P7
used hand gestures and movement patterns to represent activities they had performed with their hands (some abstract, some
mimicking actions such as scrolling on their phone). Right: P3 continued to explore materiality and created an interactive
box, where activities are represented by diferent materials. A motor moves the diferent materials into the touch area (left of
the arrow).
map them” (P3-R). This resulted in a shift with their fnal prototype,
as we will discuss next.

4.6

Final Prototypes

For the fnal assignment, participants had to create an interactive
physicalisation which represents personal data. The data source
was theirs to pick, which resulted in three groups: frst, some participants (P1 and P5) picked an interest they discovered during the
class. Second, some participants (P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6) chose a topic
relevant to their personal or social lives. Third, some participants
(P7 and P8) decided to focus on how data can force change. Furthermore, the physicalisations were created for diferent purposes, with
two participants (P1 and P7) creating something that contributes
to data activism [55], fve making a physicalisation which ofers
personal insights (P2, P4, P5, P6 and P8), and one wanting to communicate to someone else (P3). Despite the variety of physicalisations,
emotion (P5 and P6) and calendar data (P2, P3, and P7) were the
most commonly used. A reason for this could be that these are data
sources which you already track or are at least aware of. Figure 6
and 7 show and explain the created physicalisations.
Looking at these fnal creations, we see that some of the participants reverted in their aims and styles, compared to the development that had taken place over the Data Diaries. Firstly, we can
see that the ’view from afar’ is back, with all physicalisations allowing one to purely visually retrieve the data, without having to
explore the artefact’s 3D-nature. Note that we do not mean that
the 3D-nature does not play a role. For example, in P1’s design, it
plays a crucial role in highlighting the data plurality and providing
an engaging interaction with the data: creating suspense, hiding
some of the data until you pull the arrow out. The design aims to
make aware of the full story, by having users actively interact with
the physicalisation. Concerning P3’s journey, we see that they now
evaded the topic of materiality, as they were not able to fnd a way
to objectively link materials and data. Instead, they explored how
the shape of an object can contribute to the story: “Then it started
not to really be about the material, but more like the story you can

tell with the form and with an object, and in the end decided to tell
my story with this metaphor of the bird” (P3). Besides these changes
in direction (or reversals), new elements emerged. A key aspect
is the return of ’romantic’ ideas. Instead of focusing on the objective, participants decided to track emotions, and represented them
through nature and metaphors. Noteworthy, both physicalisations
that represent emotions, use nature to represent it: P5 used a mouth
and P6 made a heart from moss.
Finally, as participants had to create an interactive physicalisation, movement played an important role. Movement was either
used to communicate data (e.g. P7’s Poking Finger), transition between states (P3), or enforce active participation. The latter was
the case for P1, where the user had to pull out the data to discover
the full story. Other modalities used for the interactive prototypes
were sound (P2’s marble run) and time (P7’s moss heart).

5

OBSERVATIONS AND INSIGHTS

From the analysis of the interviews, reports, and Data Diaries we
found that participants have a diferent understanding of visualisations and physicalisations. Data physicalisations are considered to
be lively: “a conversation starter and a friend” (P8-R), which evoke
more feelings than visualisations: “that can make you feel a bit more
[...] when you see like a fower dying that represents your data, instead
just a graph” (P6). On the other hand, compared to visualisations,
physicalisations are seen as “abstract” (P4, P6, and P7) and not as
easy as just drawing your data (P6 and P7), using pen and paper (P3,
P6, and P7). However, the main diference between visualising and
physicalising data is the experienced freedom. Instead of having to
follow the rules of visualisation (e.g. Bertin’s visual variables [4]),
participants felt they could use anything to physicalise their data.
This meant that participants had to fnd new ways of encoding data,
which often relied on personal mappings and reduction. Despite all
diferences, essential to all data representations is that they convey
meaning.
In learning to create physicalisations, participants went through
four stages in their thinking and the challenges encountered. This
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Figure 6: Interactive physicalisations by P1, P2, P3, and P4. Left: P1 explored how a physicalisation could highlight the full
story behind data, as most data representations focus on one side of a story (in this case, the fatalities caused by tigers). At frst,
you only see a looming tiger above a dead human. On closer inspection, the artefact invites you to ’lift’ the data by pulling
the arrow out. By doing so, one discovers that for each human killed by a tiger, four tigers are poached by humans. Middle
left: P2 created a marble run for time management, that represents tasks to complete and completed tasks. One can pick from
four colours of marbles: one represents a fnished task, the others display diferent levels of urgency and importance. One
then picks one of three routes, whose length indicates urgency (short runs are urgent) and the loudness of a run indicates
importance (loud is important). The marbles end up in one of fve tubes that represent weekdays. Middle right: P3 designed a
physicalisation which communicates their schedule to their (remote) father as an awareness display. This would connect them
during P3’s busy periods. The colour of the lights in the dove’s breast indicate the appointment category and the rotational
degree with which the dove tilts indicates the workload of the day. The transitions between appointments are indicated by
movement and sound, as the dove rotates its head (making noise). Right: P4 returned to the frst Data Diary and represented
the number of hellos and goodbyes. Hellos are indicated by the ’LL’ moving up and down. A long move or travel indicates a
high number of hellos. Similarly, the number of goodbyes is indicated by the rotational speed of the ’OO’.

Figure 7: The interactive physicalisations created by P5, P6, P7, and P8. Left: P5 tried to create a mouth which represents the
user’s emotional state. Middle left: P6 created a moss heart which represents your emotional state. In an app, the user indicates
how they feel that day. If they feel good, the moss heart receives water via a humidifer, but if they feel unhappy, it remains
dry. The physicalisation thus is a literal representation of how your heart ’feels’, with positive feelings resulting in a green
and lively moss heart and negative feelings in a brown heart. Middle right: P7’s Poking Finger: "a satirical data-object, aims to
make people aware of the omnipresent social control technologies”. This is a wearable to be worn on the upper arm and connected
to the phone. It will tap the user three times to indicate calendar notifcations for activities and appointments, continually
tap until an incoming call is answered, and poke when the calendar indicates a new work task. One could also connect to
somebody else’s calendar, thereby experiencing other people’s daily rhythm of busyness. Right: P8’s physicalisation shows
your energy consumption. When fully folded out, it emits light (like a lamp), indicating your energy consumption is low. As
the user consumes energy, the device slowly folds and the light dims, until fully closed and dimmed.
started with feeling overwhelmed, and ended with creating a symbiosis between the story to tell, data, method, and material. Via
the Data Diaries, participants progressed through these stages, and

discovered that physicalisations blur the line between the qualitative and quantitative. Therefore, in order to design physicalisations,
they needed to change their notion (understanding) of data.
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Table 2: The three diferent levels of reduction.
To tell a clear story

Limit possibilities

Reduce complexity

Reduction of number of data entries
P7-R: “Sometimes I exclude certain data entries merely because too much of them would
obscure a legible narrative. [. . . ] In order to
create a clean and strong narrative, I flter out
many repetitive data and present only those I
grant as “representative”.”

Reductions of amount of options
P3-R: “I struggled to fnd any convincing approach for my fnal project. So I aimed to decide on more restrictions.”

Categorising data
P2-R: “I picked songs as the dataset and break
those down in categories which would in turn
be mapped to materials and textures.”

In the following, we discuss these fndings: 1) Freedom of Physicalisation, 2) Data Representations Should Convey Meaning, 3)
Materiality of Data, and 4) the Efect of the Data Diaries. As four
participants (P3, P4, P6, and P7) agreed to take part in the interview,
their quotes and insights are more commonly referred to than those
of others, as clarifcation on their written and created work could
be asked. A birds-eye view of the important discoveries, changes,
and challenges throughout the Data Diaries and fnal prototype can
found in the Appendix B.

5.1

The Freedom of Physicalisation

As the Data Diaries moved from visualisation to physicalisation,
participants learned about their diferences by creating them. Visualisations were seen as something you do with pen and paper,
which made them easier to create: P7 on physicalisation: “It is not as
easy as ‘yeah, I can just draw it on paper’” and P6: “I mean drawing is
always easier because yeah you can just draw what you think”. Moreover, visualisation demands that you follow certain rules: “we used
paper and pen and it has some rules and yeah...” (P4). These rules
make you approach visualisation with a fxed mindset: “I just needed
to tick of all these checkboxes" (P3 on the frst Data Diary), and if
they are not followed correctly, it results in a ‘mess’, as stressed
by P4: “My frst task, it was too much I would say, mess. I was using
diferent shapes, diferent colours and all.”
Compared to this, physicalisation does not limit you, as P3 expressed: “With the physicalisation you are not only allowed to use pen
and paper, but everything that surrounds you [...]. And somehow every
object could be part of your physicalisation and there you get such a
degree of freedom that it is much less like an algorithm you follow
and more like being an artist”. Because of this freedom, participants
stated that every material could be used for a physicalisation: “you
don’t have to rely on material, [you] can just basically take anything
you want and it will work out” (P6).
As the rules of visualisation no longer applied, participants had
to fnd new ways of communicating and dealing with data, this
resulted in new mapping approaches and the need for reduction.
We discuss these themes below:
5.1.1 Mapping: Icons, Indexes, Metaphors, and Personal Mappings.
While participants could use icons to capture data in visualisations
(as can be seen in the frst two Data Diaries), this option disappeared
for the physicalisations. Here, participants had to fnd new ways
of mapping data that would allow them to communicate the information, which was not an easy challenge. Throughout the Data

Diaries, we can see that participants found various ways of coping,
the most common being the use of metaphors and symbolism, and
personal mappings. The former can be seen in the fnal prototype
of P3, where a pigeon-shaped data physicalisation communicates
your personal schedule to someone else, referencing to how pigeons
were used for distance communication, and P4’s fourth Data Diary
where: “if the load is more, it showed by more amount of sand and
vice versa” (P4-R).
Regarding personal mappings, participants created new mappings to explain data. Examples of personal mappings include P8’s
ffth Data Diary, where they used cofee and milk to explain their
estimated screen time versus the actual amount: “The black coffee is my guess, and the milk is the gap to reality” (P8-R), or P4’s
ffth Data Dairy, where they created diferent types of running to
communicate how they spent their time.
5.1.2 Reduction. Compared to visualisations, where participants
could represent all the data points they encountered: “With visualisation I can really represent things that is detailed (sic.), so I am just
going to write everything down about this one single point” (P7), the
creation of physicalisations requires reduction [61]. This reduction
could happen on three levels, each with its own rationale. The levels
and reasons, together with a descriptive quote can be seen in Table
2.

5.2

Data Representations Should Convey
Meaning

Despite the diferences between physicalisation and visualisation,
participants believed that data representations should have a purpose: “The aim of visualization and physicalizing of data is to enhance the understanding of data” (P4-R). Therefore, physicalisations
should tell us their meaning: “whatever we were designing, it tells us
what it means” (P4), something which was not always easy: “It is
also difcult to understand the object on its own” (P2-R). The feeling
that the object should explain itself, was further defned by P7, who
made the distinction between personal data physicalisations and
physicalisations that explain data to others: “I feel there is a goal
of data representation is that I want to say something through this
[object], that is evidence. So represent that in a way that not just me,
but everyone can understand why, what is going on, and how this
data is being used in this way. But if it is just for myself, I can do like
super abstract things”.
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Although both visualisations and physicalisations should convey
meaning, physicalisations were seen as a human way of communicating data: Interviewer: What did you learn about data from
creating data physicalisations? P3: “data is the information for computers [...] if we really want to make the data accessible for humans,
we need to fnd a diferent form, because the form the computer needs
is not suitable anymore.”

5.3

Materiality of Data

From the third Data Diary (counting and categorising) on, participants were asked to create physical data representations. From this
moment on, one of their main challenges was the materiality of
physicalisations. Here, they had to think of (and often struggled
with) fnding a harmony between data source and material. For
instance, P2 described in their report: “Choosing the right data set
and fnd (sic.) a ftting object for that set turned out to be a much more
challenging task than initially thought” (P2-R). Also, it was difcult
to let the material do the talking, as explained by P3: “I was not
able to fnd a “natural” link between activities and surfaces and were
(sic.) only able to vaguely map them because of their characteristic
qualities” (P3-R). However, throughout the Data Dairies, we see
that participants became more skilled and less taken aback by the
idea of physicalising data. Refecting upon their learning journey,
we identify four stages:
Initially, at the frst stage, participants feel overwhelmed by the
idea of representing data through material artefacts: "Physicalising
data is a very abstract idea [...]. How does one go about transferring
numbers and words into an object of the real word?” (P2-R). In the
second stage, participants overcome these initial concerns, utilising
their experience with visualisations. They search for materials and
constellations that can universally explain the data to everyone,
which turned out to be impossible: “I was not able to fnd a “natural” link between activities and surfaces and were [was] only able to
vaguely map them because of their characteristic qualities (sic.)” (P3R). This realisation brings participants to the third stage, where they
move away from the idea of fnding materials that can universally
explain data. Instead, they embrace the freedom of physicalisation
and realise that everything may be utilised in a physicalisation. P4:
“sometimes I was thinking: we should select some wood objects, we
should select something, it should not be anything. But now I can
see that we can use, you can use everything". In the fourth and fnal
stage, this changes again. Participants realise that there has to be a
link between the material and the story you want to tell. P7 told us:
“at the beginning of the course, I would think about the material that
would represent like roughly this data. But in the end, the materiality
would decide [...] what aspects of this data is represented.” In this
stage, all elements of the physicalisation process (such as method
of collection, cleaning the data set, material, etc.) come together, in
order to tell the story of the data. P7 continues: “The most important
thing is that this data needs to deliver a message [...], when I think
about how I am going to represent it and then I start to collect this.”
A visual overview of the four stages can be seen in Figure 8.
5.3.1 Qantitative versus Qalitative. Another challenge was fnding ways of ‘quantifying’ personal data. While this was easier for
assignments which already suggested enumerable categories, such
as the number of hellos and goodbyes / compliments and apologies
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in Data Dairy 1 or counting and categorising objects in Data Diary
3, it was more difcult for topics which do not yet exist numerically,
such as Data Diary 4: senses and sensations. The following quote
of P2 serves as example: (P2-R on their fnal prototype): “How do
you quantify productivity?”. [. . . ] After all, productivity is always a
personal estimation too”.
Whereas participants were initially concerned with quantitative
values of data: “I never take a data point and think about what
feature it has, besides [. . . ] value” (P7), the Data Diaries highlighted
the qualitative aspects of data. As each Data Diary resulted in a
variety of approaches in what was counted and how (just hello’s and
goodbyes, or also the mode of communication, feelings experienced,
etc.), the decisions involved in deciding which variables to track
and how to categorise these became visible. Making participants
experience that often data categories are not clear-cut.
The tension between quantitative and qualitative further increased when creating physicalisations. This can be seen in the third
Data Diary, where we have the frst introduction of personal mappings (e.g. P4’s scarves that represent weather) and topics which
become more subjective (P6 represents their dreams). With physicalisations, the data could not be solely numerical as the material
nature enforces a link to the data’s origin. P7 described: “Physicalisation, it has more to do with the materials that I use, to represent
a kind of. Goes back to the thing which it was”. A similar point is
made by Ofenhuber [47]. Because of the link to the origin, not only
the way of representing matters, but also how data is collected - P7
explains what they learned about data from physicalising it: “How
to present it, its relation to how to collect it”. As such not only the
quantitative aspects were considered, but the qualitative as well,
as exemplifed by P3: “It helped me to decide to more focus on the
perception of this [...] physicalisation. And maybe how to encode it
more with also the feelings of the people that are way more uncertain
and way less objective and way less well defned.”
As participants became aware of the qualitative nature of data
and the role of qualitative aspects (e.g. encoding the uncertainty
of the data into the representation), they realised that subjective
topics can also be seen and used as data sources. This expanded
their perception of what data can be: “Feelings can be also encoded
too, so I think that this evolved my perceptions on the limitations for
data” (P3).

5.4

The Efect of the Data Diaries

The last themes we discuss concern the efect that the Data Diaries
had on participants. We highlight the Didactic Efect of the Data
Diaries and the Notion of Data.
5.4.1 Didactic Efect of the Data Diaries. As our project took place
online, one of the challenges was to keep participants engaged
and create an atmosphere in which they would feel safe sharing
personal data. This seems to have been accomplished through the
Data Diaries, which facilitated an open environment: “I liked the
ability to experiment and express ourselves quite openly” (P5-R).
Moreover, the Data Diaries had didactic efects. They helped
participants gain an understanding of the variety of data sources
they could use and helped them realise what they wanted to create:
“My Data Diaries have made me realize that I wanted to create something – at least partly - analog” (P6-R). Furthermore, they helped
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Figure 8: The four learning stages of materiality.
participants understand the process of collecting and representing
data, as highlighted by the following quotes from P2: “During the
second week, data on paths and routes was collected. This time with
more of an idea behind it and more data dimensions, the visualisation
is already much more clear and concise.” and: “The Data Diaries were
a great help to understand the diferent aspects of what it takes to
create a data physicalisation” (P2-R). Lastly, the Data Diaries primed
participants to observe the data around them: P4 on the third Data
Diary: “during that time, I was not able to observe everything. But
after this Data Diary, I am observing everything”. All together, these
didactic efects eased the teaching of physicalisation, as participants
iteratively learned about the data around them, and acquired the
skills to select a data source and represent it.
Key to the these efects was that participants had to collect and
represent data themselves, as explained by the following two quotes
of P6: “Normally you just have the statistics [...] and now you just
have the raw data and you have to refect on it in order to know
how to represent it and you can think more about what the data
actually means to you” and: “That you have to actually create the
physicalisation on your own and not just have something given to
you [...], that you actually have to work on it on your own and think
of an object that fts the data”.
Finally, as participants had to track elements from their daily
lives, they noticed and commented on having a desire to or to
consciously infuence their data, due to their awareness of it being
documented: “What if I do not go out one day, so the data collection
might be zero on that day” (P4-R) and: “If I know I am going to collect
this data, I tend to do something that makes this data look like such”
(P7). The latter was further explained, when P7 talked about their
sonifcation in Data Diary 2: “When I was punching those holes, I
was thinking: ‘yeah, I am not going to the toilet so much, because it is
going to sound weird’.” This could have helped participants realise
that data is not always as neutral as commonly believed: “There is
a human behind every function that encodes the data, so it’s always
subjective and not only objective like you would expect for the data to
be” (P3).
5.4.2 The Notion of Data. As highlighted above, participants started
to realise that data is not neutral and objective. This ties into our
main observation; our analysis indicates that physicalising data
both demands and facilitates a change in how we see and think
about data. At the start of the project, participants thought of data
as “just boring numbers and statistics” (P6), “abstract” (P1, P2, P3,
P4), “very objective and very efcient” (P3), “information that is encoded for the computer” (P3), and a way to “reduce everything into
some point” as such making it “concrete” (P7).

However, throughout the Data Diaries, we can see a shift in this
notion. With the frst two Data Diaries, participants still had their
old understanding of data. In the follow-up interview P6 refected:
“with the frst one you still have the old thinking of data how just
represents like numbers". This can also be seen in some of the analytical approaches and abstractions used for the visualisations, as
explained by P3: "In my frst Data Diaries I tried to be very objective
and formal, in the second data representation I also tried to really
achieve a representation that is completely free from those subjective
algorithms, or decisions you could make, which is only performing
very mathematical, very general transformation that could also apply
to other forms of data, to abstract the data to a point where it can’t
be reconstructed”.
This continued until the third assignment, where participants
had to create their frst physicalisation. At this point, physicalising
data was still an abstract idea to them: “Physicalising data is a
very abstract idea, since data is made up of numbers and multiple
dimensions a lot of the time. So how does one go about transferring
numbers and words into an object of the real world?” (P2-R). This
perspective was heavily infuenced by participants’ experience with
visualisations, as P3 expressed: “My expectations on physicalisations
were diferent before, because I thought more, like they have to be
efcient and they need to give me all those answers that I want to
know". This understanding can for example be seen in the third
Data Dairy created by P5, which focused on creating an efcient
(and useful) representation: “I had only recently moved into my new
apartment and was still trying to organize my kitchen goods efciently,
I thought I would track the general pattern of use” (P5-R) and P2’s
third Data Diary, which focused on a rather literal categorisation of
data and represented it using aesthetics common to visualisation,
as can be seen in Figure 3 (colour-sorting and bar charts).
However, we can also see a shift in how participants approached
representing data in this assignment: representations become more
poetic, topics more abstract and subjective. This is evident in the
work of P4 (see Figure 3 and 5). With physicalisations, participants
needed to re-explore how to represent data: “According to me, 2D
was easier than 3D since it reminded more of the classical ways of
presenting data and when doing something in 3D, I had to rethink
the meaning of things” (P8-R). This had them realise that their old
understanding of data representations did not hold up anymore.
P3 explained: “I didn’t struggle with that one [Data Diary 1] and
that changed with the next Data Diaries [Data Diary 3 till 5]. There
I really felt the struggle and I think this was also the point where I
needed to change my habits”.
The friction with participants’ initial notion of data continued
with the fourth Data Diary, where they had to track the “subjective

P3: “This visualization did also
reflect well, how
I perecepted
data until then.
Namely as a very
mathematical
and objective
abstraction of
processes”

1
change

P3: “a fluent transition
from abstraction to
abstraction.”

P3: “I was was thrilled
by the limitation to
reduce the subjective
factor in my
visualization.”

2

P6’s first Data Diaries are inspired
by narrative visualisation, which
was already a step from their
understanding of data being: “just
boring numbers and statistics“.

data as an abstract,
mathematical entity

P3: “I wanted
to link the
origin of my
data with the
material of the
physicalisation.”

3

P3: “I interestingly
used a very
subjective data
source and a
subjective mapping
function, although
I started on a very
mathematical
level focused on
objectiveness.”

4

P3: “I was not
able to find a
‘natural’ link
between activities
and surfaces”

5

From the third week on, P6 starts to explore the ‘subjective’.
During these three Data Diaries either the represented topic is
subjective (e.g. the third Data Dairy representing dreams) or
the representation style is subjective (e.g. carved wood textures
representing sensory felt textures, such as stroking a cat, for
the 4th assignment, and an animation video representing their
activities for the 5th assignment).

P3: “not the
amount of
information but
its mediation is
the important
part.”

final prototype

P6 combines a
subjective
topic
and mapping, by
representing emotions through a
living moss heart,
resulting in: “more
emotion than just
normal statistics on
a piece of paper”

exploring the qualitative
aspects of data
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Figure 9: A full-page overview visualisation exemplifying the change in student’s notion of data throughout the assignments.
Due to the length of the fgure description, the full description can be found in Appendix C. The brief description is as follows:
a fgure consisting of a line with at the top, P6’s Data Diaries, fnal prototype, and our observations. Below the line, we have
the same for P3, only with quotes from P3 instead of our observations. The quotes and observations show that at the start of
the project, students saw data as mathematical, and “just boring numbers”. Through the assignments, they started to embrace
subjective topics (e.g. dreams) and mappings (e.g. textures they felt made sense to express sensations such as calm). With their
fnal prototype, the students expressed that physicalisation focus on the mediation of data (P3) and are more emotional than
statistics on a piece of paper (P6).
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topic” (P3) ’Senses and Sensations’. This restricted any exact logging
of data, which resulted in a diferent representation approach: “I
cannot say: ‘okay, this is the point of my pain from this time to that’
and how that measures. So everything is kind of like [...] a refection”
(P7).
The physicalisations challenged participants to rethink what they
knew about data representations: “I never questioned that digital
screens were the main way to represent data [...] and therefore I
never really thought about the potential that physical objects have
in conveying data. That this concept was new to me can to a certain
extent be seen in my data diaries (especially 3 and 5), as looking back,
they are not nearly as imaginative in utilizing the strengths of the
physical realm as they could have been” (P1-R). Moreover, it made
participants realise there are other ways of communicating data
than those commonly used: “A physicalisation that is not aiming to
provide many (sic.) information and give a lot of answers, but just is
some kind of link or little window where you can maybe peep with your
eye through and then you can take a look into a life of a diferent person
and this is not about efciency anymore, so I really needed that change”
(P3). As highlighted by this quote, participants had to change their
notion of data in order to design data physicalisations which are
not merely a replica of standard 2D-InfoVis representations.
Whereas participants frst saw data as neutral, abstract, and objective –and therefore, data representations should be the same–
physicalisations broadened this notion. Participants stated that
physicalisations do not necessarily rely on these characteristics (objectivity, neutrality, and efciency): “It is not really about accuracy,
more about: you see this data and you use it to say something that you
want to say. Rather than: ‘well, what I am presenting here is neutral’
- Because it is not" (P7) and “you don’t always have to be very precise
[...] it does not always have to be so objective and efcient orientated
(sic.). That it is somehow [...] the goal to give some kind of emotion or
give some kind of meaning to the data" (P3). Instead, physicalisations
allow you to focus on how the user perceives the data. P3 wrote: “I
need to design my data physicalisation not for a power user like me,
but for someone that needs less information. Where not the amount
of information but its mediation is the important part”.
As such, the physicalisations and Data Diaries forced participants to re-evaluate their notion of data, which was often initially
infuenced from the use of graphs at school: “Before, I saw it from a
school perspective where you have your graphs” (P6). Their idea of
what data IS evolved, as shown in answers to the question of what
they had learned about data: “I learned that data can be much more
than numbers and graphs” (P8-R), “Data isn’t just a linear thing,
that just boring numbers and statistics and that it can be a lot more”
(P6), and “I count everything as data now” (P4). Examples of the
evolution in participants’ notion of data can be seen in Figure 9,
which discusses P6’s and P3’s progress and moments of change.
The works of P3 are annotated with quotes from their report which
explain their notion of data.

6

DISCUSSION

The aim of the course that we refect upon here, was to explore how
to teach students –most of whom did not yet have an understanding
of working with physical materials– to create data physicalisations
based on personal, everyday data. In order to do so, we developed
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the Data Diaries, which aimed to prepare students for how to create
physicalisations based on personal data, and to (instead of posing
one big challenge at once) stagger small, manageable challenges
that each introduce a new thought or aim. Although the Data Diaries are only one of various possible methods to teach people about
the creation of physicalisations, they seem to have been successful
in sensitising our participants to many of the issues relevant for
the design of physicalisations. It is yet too early to determine the
degree to which the Data Diaries support physicalisation literacy,
which would necessitate further research. Nonetheless, the Data
Diaries have given insights in which elements are supportive for
the development of physicalisation literacy, and what hurdles or
challenges to prepare for in this process. We now discuss the relation between physicalisations and our notion of data, future work,
as well as limitations of our work.

6.1

Data Diaries and Physicalisation Literacy

The frst element to discuss is materiality. Although the physical
nature of physicalisation is considered one of its strengths [28],
our work and that of others (e.g. [57]) has indicated that it is also
one of the main challenges to overcome. Contrary to visualisations,
where participants felt guided by rules and could draw anything
using pen and paper, materials are bound to the laws of physics,
might already have a meaning of their own, and not be instantly
understandable. Furthermore, materials ofer numerous new afordances and mapping options, such as texture, temperature, and
shape, making it difcult to decide which ones to focus on. To overcome these challenges, our work indicates that people have to move
through four learning stages. Where they start or end within these
stages will depend and difer per background. For example, design
students and artists will likely skip the frst stage, being already
familiar with working with materials and sensitised to their richness. Nonetheless, it seems important for physicalisation literacy
methods to ofer space for the gradual development of these stages
and to guide students through them. The gradual build-up of the
Data Diaries seems to have helped our participants do so.
Secondly, having to track your own data and create your own
representations forces you to refect on your data, its meaning, and
how to represent it. By tracking their own data, our participants
were forced to make decisions on what to count and how they were
going to count it. As such, they became aware of the complexity of
data and that not everything can easily be quantifed. D’Ignazio has
already stated that such an understanding is essential when working with data and teaching (creative) data literacy [12]. Moreover,
participants stated that whilst tracking their data they sometimes
had a desire to infuence it or the way it was going to look, having
them change their behaviour (a similar efect is discussed by Lee
[36]). These aspects could have helped participants realise that data
is not objective, neutral, and easy. Another aspect which could
have helped participants realise this was the act of representing
their data. Especially with the physicalisations, participants had to
fnd new ways for communicating data. They did so via personal
mappings and resorted to reduction of the data, to make their story
understandable. This could have heightened awareness that there
are always humans behind data and data representations, and that
tracking involves many decisions (e.g. what to track and what not
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to, and how to categorise it). This means data is not ’a given’, not
objective, but always has subjective elements due to these decisions
[13, 17].
These aspects were crucial in shifting our students’ notion of
physicalisation and data. Therefore, we believe that physicalisation
literacy methods beneft from having people track and create their
own data physicalisations, and to not solely rely on data sets and
physicalisations retrieved from elsewhere. Moreover, focusing on
their own data appeared to contribute to a keen motivation in
engaging with and thinking about data. This is particularly relevant
for an Engineering or Computer Science context, where it is rare
for educational classes to discuss or refect on anything personal.
However, learning deepens and engagement intensifes, when it
addresses us as individuals [35].

6.2

Data Physicalisations and Our Notion of
Data

The last element we want to discuss, and probably the most crucial,
is the development in participants’ understanding, or notion, of
data. Although the insight that data physicalisation demands a new
perspective on data, is not new (e.g. [47]), the process showcasing
the need for designers of physicalisations to change their view, how
this changes, and why, is. In refection and analysis on our taught
class, we found that to create physicalisations, our participants
needed to change both their understanding of what data representations (should) do and their notion of data. Prior to our project,
participants thought of data as abstract, objective, and efcient, and
that data representations should embody these aspects. Their understanding aligned with what is commonly thought and taught: that
data is digital, immaterial, big, and neutral [10, 13, 17, 24]. However,
through the creation of physicalisations, this evolved. Participants
realised that physicalisations do not focus on efciency and representing as much information as possible. Instead, their strength
lies with telling a story, allowing the user to see the liveliness of
data, and emotionally connect to it ([62]). The stories told with
physicalisations do not demand accuracy; they might even beneft
from a reduction of information [61]. As physicalisations adhere
to their own characteristics, and blur the line between what is traditionally seen as quantitative and qualitative, our notion of data
and data representations needs to be broadened. Engaging with
this not only develops an understanding of physicalisation, but also
expands the understanding of what data representations can do in
general. Therefore, we argue that physicalisation literacy methods
should guide people towards broadening their notion of data.
Our observations lead us to suggest that one may also utilise
this approach to engender thinking about data, and its role and
nature. Thus, the creation of physicalisations might even have an
educational role as a ’vehicle’, e.g. in a philosophy class on data
with sociologists or engineers, where the primary aim is not the
teaching of visualisation methods, but to foster a critical refection
and discourse of ’what is data’.

6.3

Future work

Our work provides insights in which elements are helpful for development of physicalisation literacy. As so far, little is known about
physicalisation literacy, we believe it is important to explore what
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it involves, so that dedicated teaching methods can be developed.
Our fndings ofer insights on directions to further explore with
physicalisation teaching methods:
Firstly, even though physicalisations are tangible objects which
exist in our world, the created physicalisations mostly remained
‘placeless’. Only two participants (P3 and P8) mentioned where
their physicalisations would be placed and used. The other designs
never discussed this aspect. The absence of location might be due
to the fact that data are often immaterial and placeless, somewhere
in a cloud [10], and that we taught online (with one student abroad),
not being able to talk about locations well-known to all. However,
as physicalisations cohabit our world, their location plays a role in
how data are conveyed and interpreted [65]. Therefore, it would be
interesting to explore how teaching methods can challenge students
to think about the location of their physicalisations, and to derive
meaning from its embeddedness in a locale [65].
Secondly, we notice that the fnal physicalisations created in our
project mostly focus on the visual. Although physicalisations ofer
other modes of conveying data, such as haptics, sound, and taste,
the visual modality appeared to dominate. This may have occurred
because students were well-familiar with traditional visualisations
and some even had attended a course on InfoVis. “The privileging
of the visual” [39] appears to only have ended in the fourth Data
Diary, where participants were required to focus on the tactile
modality to communicate data. As physicalisation ofers a plethora
of opportunities to communicate data via other channels than the
visual, it would be interesting for future work to explore how we
can guide students to make greater use of these opportunities.
Thirdly, although our work focused on data visualisations and
(interactive) physicalisations, the Data Diaries could be used for
teaching other types of non-standard representations, such as indexical [48] and autographic representations [46]. Hints of these
types can already be seen in the work of our participants (e.g. P3’s
and P5’s fourth Data Diary), without participants knowing or being referred to these concepts. We therefore believe that the Data
Diaries are a possibly valuable method for teaching various data
representation methods. Future work could explore whether this
hypothesis holds up.
Lastly, we used the Data Diaries in an online project. As participants had to present their personal data to us and each other during
the online classes, it helped them and us to get to know one another
and build team spirit. As the sharing of personal data resulted in
a bond, participants felt free to share their struggles, ideas, failed
creations, and personal stories. From our experience, such a bond is
much more difcult to create in online learning environments (than
in traditional face-to-face teaching), where it is tempting to mute
the microphone and turn of the camera. Thus, it may be interesting
to further explore how the use of personal data can contribute to
online teaching.

6.4

Data Physicalisation and Other Data
Artefacts

As a refection on the data artefacts presented in this paper, we note
that not all align with the defnition of physicalisation as stated
by Jansen et al. [28]. For example, P7’s work Poking Finger could
be considered a data sensifcation [20] and P3’s CallDove might
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rather be considered an ambient display [41]. In both cases, we
would argue that the artefacts communicate data and exemplify the
limitations of the current working defnition of physicalisation [28].
Therefore, we consider it fruitful to further explore and discuss
the defnition of physicalisation, to see whether and how it can
encompass a wider range of physical data representations, such as
data sensifcations [20].
Furthermore, we note overlap between our fndings, and the
strengths and limitations of Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs). For
example, our and previous work indicates that physicalisations
beneft from a reduction of information [61], which aligns with
the need to remove ’clutter’ in TUIs [53, 59]. Moreover, our work
shows that physicalisation’s tangible nature enforced an acceptance
of qualitative data aspects and subjects. Objects have found to
be inherently evocative and emotional [58], which would further
explain this fnding. A last example of overlap is that TUIs have long
been used for the education of abstract problems [42, 68]. In our
work, participants gained a deeper understanding of the ’abstract’
concept data through physicalisations and creating them. Therefore,
our fndings might not be restricted to physicalisations, but could
apply to a broader range of data objects, such as TUIs, and tangible
or embodied data artefacts and installations.

6.5

Limitations

The main limitation of our work concerns our sample. Besides
of having only eight participants, most of these had a Computer
Science background. Since Computer Science students are used
to working with data, but not with materials, this has probably
infuenced our fndings. Although our observations held for the
Product Design and Media Art students as well, our fndings and
insights regarding physicalisation literacy might mostly be relevant for people who are data literate and that are not designers or
artists. Nevertheless, Computer Science students are a particularly
challenging audience when engaging with materiality, as such this
might be considered a strength as well.
Moreover, only four of eight participants agreed to be interviewed. Although interviews were based on an initial thematic
analysis of all eight reports, the views of these four participants
further fne-tuned our fndings. Thus, further research should be
conducted with a larger and more diverse sample of learners, in
order to deepen and validate our initial fndings.
Lastly and naturally, the choice and design of Data Diary assignments has infuenced the process and thus our fndings. For
example, P3 indicated that the fourth Data Diary (senses and sensations) made them choose a subjective data source, as they saw
the topic as subjective. Within a semester project, we were limited to fve Data Diaries, and giving out an even wider range of
exercises might yield even deeper observation and improve the process of learning, as well as providing more insight on the specifc
contribution of diferent kinds of tasks for the Data Diaries.

7

CONCLUSION

Prior work has mostly focused on the efect of physicalisation on
data understanding and engagement with data [15, 23, 31]. Only
little research (e.g. [22, 25, 57]) investigated the process of creating
physicalisations and how to teach this. In this paper, we discussed
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the role of the Data Diaries in teaching physicalisation based on
everyday data to participants who are used to visual data representations, but most of whom did not have designerly sensitivity.
Through an analysis of the Data Diaries, we show that participants
went through four stages in which they learned how to represent
data using materials. These four stages are: 1) participants feel
overwhelmed by the idea, 2) they apply their knowledge of visualisation to create physicalisations, 3) they realise this does not work
and discover that anything could be used to represent data, and 4)
they realise that there should be a link between the data, method
of collection, material, and story which you want to tell through
the physicalisation. Besides materiality, it appears that even when
being asked to create physicalisations, the visual remains dominant
(in particular for Computer Science educated participants), with
most of the resulting designs adhering to a ’view from afar’ which
ensures that the data can be understood by looking at it, without
having to actively explore its 3D nature.
Furthermore, we discuss how creating physicalisations difers
from visualisation, and how these diferences force us to expand
our notion of data. Compared to visualisations, it was impossible
to represent data efciently, objectively, and highly detailed. Instead, physicalisations linked back to the origin of the data, blurred
the line between quantitative and qualitative, and focused on a
connection between user and data. Therefore, the creation of physicalisations demands a broadened notion of what data is and at the
same time facilitates this change or evolution in thinking. Thus,
physicalisations may constitute a didactic vehicle for broadening
learner’s perspective of ’what is data’.
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Table 3: Overview of the given presentations, homework, and mandatory readings.
Week

Presentations On

Homework

Readings

1

Introduction to data physicalisations

[45] and [27]

2
3
4

Presenting and collecting data, and
Visualisation principles, afordances, and
modalities
Materiality and data
Data and ethics

Students had to present themselves using
statistics and a data physicalisation which
they liked
Data Diary 1

[30]
[55] and [61]

5
6

Prototyping and design processes, part 1
Prototyping and design processes, part 2

7 - 10
11
12

Feedback session and electronics tutorial
How to write a report

Data Diary 2
Data Diary 3 and students presented their
initial three ideas for their fnal data physicalisation
Data Diary 4
Data Diary 5 and students pitched their concept for the fnal data physicalisation
Students presented their progress
Students presented their progress
Final Presentation: Students presented their
data physicalisation

[52] and [28]

[1]
[31]

1 sonification, this
week marks the start
of thinking about data
in different modalities

data is seen as
something abstract
and objective, and
should be represented
as such

abstract visualisations

2

5 participants had a consistant visual style

analytical
and narrative
visualisations

1

icons and symbols

3

P2 starts to pay attention
to the aesthetics

mix between poetic
representations, where
the object is mapped
to something else, and
literal representations,
where the object
represents itself

first abstract or
subjective data sources
(e.g. dreams and order
of Christmas greetings)

change

P3 explores materiality

tactile nature enforces
that you cannot solely
understand the data by
looking at it

the ‘view from afar’
disappears

4

movements are either
personally linked
to the data (e.g. a
movement that is nice
to perform, represents
something positive) or
literal (e.g. a scrolling
movement represents
scrolling on the
phone)

use of the body

movements seems
to be the hardest
modality for the
participants

5

metaphors, symbols, and personal mappings

movement was used to
communicate data, or
to engage the user (P1
& P2)

nature plays a role
(P3, P5, P6, & P7)

focus on data activism
(P1 & P7), emotions
(P5 & P6), calendar
data (P2, P3, &P7),
and representations
that have sociality (P3
& P7)

the ‘view from afar’
returns

final prototype
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Figure 10: An overview of the created physicalisations and the changes in perspective, style and insights noticeable in students’
designs and reports.
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Table 4: Figure descriptions of Figure 9 and 10.
Figure

Alt Text

9

A straight line with six dots (fve for the fve Data Diaries, the sixth being the fnal prototype). The line is broken between
the second and third Data Diary, to indicate that a change in their notion of data started to happen when they had to create
physicalisations. Above the line, P6’s notion of data is discussed. Above each dot on the line, a data representation from
P6 for that assignment is included. The images are annotated with observations of how the data representations refect
P6’s notion of data. The observations read as follows: P6’s frst two Data Diaries are inspired by narrative visualisations,
which was already a step from their understanding of data being: "just boring numbers and statistics". From the third week
on, P6 starts to explore the “subjective”. During the three Data Diaries where they had to created physicalisations, P6
either represented a subjective topic (e.g. dreams) or used a ’subjective’ representation style, where they used personal
mappings (e.g. carved wood textures representing sensory felt textures, such as stroking a cat for Data Diary 4, and an
animation video representing their activities for Data Diary 5). Lastly, with their fnal prototype, P6 combines a subjective
topic (emotions) and mapping (a heart made from moss), resulting in: "more emotion than just normal statistics on a piece
of paper". Below the line, a similar lay-out is used for P3. Here, instead of observations, the images are annotated with
quotes from P3 regarding their notion of data. These quotes read as follows: for the frst Data Diary where P3 represented
complete and incomplete greetings, P3 states that: “This visualization did also refect well, how I percepted data until then.
Namely as a very mathematical and objective abstraction of processes (sic.)”. For P3’s second Data Diary they mention the
following two quotes: 1) “I was was thrilled by the limitation to reduce the subjective factor in my visualization.” and 2) “a
fuent transition from abstraction to abstraction”. For their third Data Diary, P3 started to explore materiality and showed
their habit of calling by using phone chargers and charging cables. Here they stated: “I wanted to link the origin of my
data with the material of the physicalisation". Next, regarding their fourth Data Diary where P3 explored how they could
map diferent sensations (e.g. calm) to diferent tapioca structures, they stated: “I interestingly used a very subjective data
source and a subjective mapping function, although I started on a very mathematical level focused on objectiveness”. For
the ffth Data Diary P3 continued exploring the materiality of data, but refected: “I was not able to fnd a ‘natural’ link
between activities and surfaces”. Lastly, with their fnal prototype P3 refected that for physicalisations: “not the amount of
information but its mediation is the important part.”
A straight line with six dots. The dots are labelled 1-5 (representing the Data Diaries). The sixth dot is the fnal prototype.
Above the line are two images per Data Diary and fnal prototype. These have been discussed in the previous sections.
The frst two Data Diaries have the note that they used icons and symbols, and fve participants kept a similar visual style
in these assignments. The other Data Diaries and fnal prototype have the note that they relied on metaphors, symbols,
and personal mappings. The line is broken between Data Diary 2 and 3, indicating changes once the physicalisation
started. Below the line are comments on the developments, style, or insights which stood out for each assignment. These
read as follows: Data Diary 1 - analytical and narrative visualisations. Data Diary 2 - abstract visualisations; data is seen
as something abstract and objective, and should be represented as such; 1 sonifcation, this week marks the start of
thinking about data in diferent modalities. Data Diary 3 - frst abstract or subjective data sources (e.g. dreams and order
of Christmas greetings); mix between poetic representations, where the object is mapped to something else, and literal
representations, where the object represents itself; P2 starts to pay attention to the aesthetics. Data Diary 4 - the ‘view
from afar’ disappears; the tactile nature enforces that you cannot solely understand the data by looking at it. Data Diary 5
- movements seems to be the hardest modality for the participants. They often resort to created movements with their
body. Movements are either personally linked to the data (e.g. a movement that is nice to perform, represents something
positive) or literal (e.g. a scrolling movement represents scrolling on the phone). Final prototype - the ‘view from afar’
returns; focus on data activism (P1 + P7), emotions (P5 +P6), calendar data (P2, P3, + P7), and representations that have
sociality (P3 + P7); nature plays a role (P3, P5, P6, + P7); movement was used to communicate data, or to engage the user
(P1 + P2). Finally, the images states that with Data Diary 1 and 2, 5 participants had a consistent visual style, and that P3
explored materiality in Data Diary 3, 4, and 5.
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